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Abstract Currently, we are living in the era of ubiquitous computing, that introduces the possibility to have an increasing number of mobile applications on different types of devices with ever-growing capabilities. Consequently, the continuous rise of mobile applications opens the door for an unmatched number of diverse possibilities of what users can do and expect to do. Due to the high demand for apps and the unstoppable growth of app stores, the computing world is slowly shifting towards an interconnected, distributed, and context-aware digital ecosystem. With so many possible use cases and such diverse user needs, is it desirable to have one single application that does it all? Has it become a necessity to have one application able to understand users and eliminate the need for other applications?

Our vision of this single application is a context-aware distributed mobile application dedicated to everyday users. This app needs to offer to the users a high level of comfort and a better-customized user experience by replying both re-actively and pro-actively to the users’ needs without confusing them with the large diversity of apps and devices available. Nonetheless, no predefined application can predict or autonomously handle all the possible situations that could happen to the user in all different areas (shopping, work, travel, etc.), due to the infinite possibilities. Therefore, our proposal allows to dynamically
add new use cases, by both non-experts (e.g., everyday users) and domain experts (e.g., a travel agent), into the user’s application.

**Keywords** Context-aware mobile applications, pervasive applications, situation awareness, reactive systems.

### 1 Introduction

Nowadays, devices are packed with a large amount of applications for multiple purposes. These applications try, in their own categories (social, work, entertainment, etc.), to fulfill the needs of the users. However, the diversity of those needs makes it a challenge for mobile applications to accurately understand their users and respond to them by managing adequately their daily situations regardless of their nature or categories.

The interest for this kind of applications comes from the fact that users have repetitive habits, that they perform on a regular basis, and evolving needs, that continuously change and shift according to their physical and social environment. Those reasons raise the issue of the relevance of services that can be automatically offered by context-aware applications in order to respond to certain situations.

In the specialized literature, we can find different proposals in the area of context-aware applications. However, in general, they only partially cover the needs of users, due to three main reasons:

- Firstly, they focus their work on understanding the context of the user under a specific limited area of expertise (museum guided tours [Chen and Huang 2012], context-aware health-care, tourism [Basiri et al. 2017], smart transportation, etc.) in which users and developers, with no expertise in those domains, could not either improve or adapt the application to behave according to the actual requirements of the user.

- Secondly, they cannot be either extended to cover wider use cases or enriched to handle more precisely specific personal situations, due to the lack of dynamicity in the predefined rule-based models that they support.

- Finally, most of the context-aware applications focus either solely on one device (on which they are installed) or on a complex network of sensors [Sang-Seok et al. 2017] that should be pre-installed all around the user in order for them to run correctly.

Therefore, in the considered scenario, with a large variety of use cases, diversity of needs, and multiplicity of devices, it becomes a necessity to have a solution that handles them properly. In this sense, we propose a Long Life Application (LLA) or Eternal Application, as it runs ubiquitously and evolves constantly by changing its behavior and offering a variety of services according to the user’s needs.

One main novelty of the proposed LLA is an injection mechanism [Karchoud et al. 2017] that enables users and other external sources to continuously and proactively introduce new potential situations into the user’s LLA.
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application, in order to improve its understanding about the user’s situations and overcome the lack of dynamicity in current existing applications.

The objective of this paper is first to present briefly how our LLA proposal is able to create/inject/detect everyday situations and react to them dynamically, thus providing the appropriate services for the users. Next, to show the details of the main contribution of the paper, that is the injection mechanism that enables users and other external sources to continuously and proactively introduce new scenarios and services into the user’s application, in order to overcome the fact that only 25% of users return to any given application after the first use (Grennan 2016). This paper is an extended version of (Karchoud et al, 2017b); specifically, we provide a more detailed description of both the situation injection mechanism and the prototype developed, besides including a description of the injected situation model.

This paper starts in Section 2 by presenting related work on mobile applications focused on context awareness dedicated to mobile end users. Then, Section 3 presents the global idea behind our LLA proposal and Section 4 summarizes the basics of the situation-based contextual modeling proposed. After that, Section 5 is focused on the context injection mechanism used to enrich the application dynamically. The way in which the matching among services and situations is handled is presented in Section 6. Then, Section 7 shows a real-life scenario and we compare our proposal with a classical one based on the use of app stores. The paper finishes with some conclusions about the proposal and some prospective lines of future work.

2 Related work

The final goal of our work is proposing an end-user dynamic context-aware application. After studying all the areas that lead to building and running this kind of applications, we collected information about both commercial and research applications providing the wanted features for common usage on mobile devices. So, in the following, we present a set of existing applications that provide similar features to what we want to achieve. First, we describe some commercial apps created by companies; afterwards, our focus turns to research works tackling this area.

Compared to the works described in this section, our novel contribution is illustrated by our detailed contextual situation model which is able to be enriched continuously from a variety of sources. Although some works propose injecting context information (by using rules, natural language, or voice commands), they are usually restricted to predefined rules or simple commands.

2.1 Commercial apps

Google is one of the biggest companies putting an effort to aim their work at the area of dynamic applications able to detect the context and offer customized services to their users. Its Google Now application (Martin 2017) is
triggered by contextual changes or voice commands. It detects/gathers relevant data (home location, work location, calendar events, Google+, etc.) about users and saves their Google searches using the Google Knowledge Graph (Google, 2017). It uses other Google services (Google Maps, Google Images, Google Alert, etc.) to provide features like getting updates on sports, movies, and events.

Google also took another interesting initiative with context-aware applications, but in a different format, with Google Instant Apps (Lardinois, 2017). They offer the possibility for developers to decompose their applications into smaller apps (activities) dedicated to specific needs and triggered by clicking on a web link or by using NFC (Near Field Communication). For example, to buy an item on Amazon, the user reaches the item by using Google and then, when he/she is about to pay, the Amazon payment instant app is launched with no installation required. Another use case that Google presents is a parking micro-app that is only launched when the user faces a parking meter machine and places his/her phone on it to trigger the parking app. It uses an approach similar to micro-apps (Syer et al., 2011). The strength of these solutions comes from the fact that they are built on the multiple services of Google. Nonetheless, Google focuses their applications on predictive recommendations that may be interesting to the user only in a limited range of situations.

EasilyDo (Edison, 2017), 24me (24me, 2016) and Tempo (Rodgers, 2013) are all personal assistants solutions for productivity planning and scheduling. Tempo is based on an AI (Artificial Intelligence) approach able to pull user contextual information and predict meeting places and attendees. 24me integrates the user’s calendar, tasks, notes and personal accounts together, in order to customize the application and have automated reminders about paying bills, sending gifts, going to doctor appointments, etc. EasilyDo offers some predefined smart features like auto-dialing conference calls and viewing attendees LinkedIn profiles, getting bad weather alerts, accessing boarding passes, and getting flight status. The problem of these applications comes from their limitations (redundancy of recommendations/features, lack of dynamicity, control out of the user’s hands, etc.) and the lack of diversity of the services they offer (limited to notifications, recommendations, etc.).

IFTTT (IF This Then That) (Ovadia, 2014) is another interesting solution. It considers the user domain (devices) and exploits it by using web services able to communicate, link and control remote devices (such as connected lamps). Although its contextual model is poor, it offers pertinent useful scenarios (e.g., turn on the lights automatically at 7 pm). The issue is that IFTTT is dependent on those services, which makes it repetitive and not convenient for the dynamic nature of context-awareness.

2.2 Research works

SECE (Sense Everything, Control Everything) (Boyaci et al., 2010) is an application for context-aware service composition offering a rule-based approach
in a more user-friendly way, enabling users to define the expected behavior of a set of web-based services under certain situations. These situations are used to trigger the composed service execution. They are based on basic contextual information like the location and time. Even though SECE is user-friendly, inserting rules in a written manner is always considered a boring task by mobile end users.

*DoTT (Do This on That)* (Chihani et al., 2013) is another rule-based system using context providers in order to be aware of the user’s situations instantly. It is built over a reasoning engine able to comprehend the adaptation rules and react to the user’s context changes by following those rules. As output, it has an interactive interface that can host the services provided by the system. The difference between this approach and other rule-based systems is that the rules in this work are presented in natural language, following a specific grammar (sentences). The drawback is the limitations of its basic services (messaging, calls, calendar, and social aspects). Moreover, Natural Language Processing (NLP) has limitations and issues when it comes to languages like Arabic (Farghaly and Shaalan, 2009).

*Dig-Event* (Zhao et al., 2011) is a mashup service that allows the users to define and sort activities such as trips and meetings (considering an optimized order according to the time and location), obtaining recommendations of a diversity of relevant services for performing those activities. Recommendation systems rely on context-based selection criteria including the time, type of activity, budget, etc. These technologies are equipped with applications that can help their owners to navigate in the surrounding areas by proposing different activities, such as restaurants where to eat, shopping centers to buy from, or museums to visit, based on the preferences and the profile of the owner. Nevertheless, this system lacks flexibility in context acquisition (Basiri et al., 2017). In Dig-Event, the user’s context is the result of the manually-entered information when declaring an activity, but it does not consider context changes that occur when doing that activity.

The last type of context-aware applications are the so-called *trail-based applications* (Clarke and Driver, 2004). A *trail* is a contextually-scheduled collection of activities and represents a generic model that can be used to satisfy the activity management requirements of a wide range of context-based time management applications. Combining the trails concept with mobile devices, context-aware technology creates opportunities for innovative activity-based application development. As an example, *Hermes* (Driver and Clarke, 2004) is a software framework for mobile, context-aware trails-based applications, which supports developers by providing generic components containing structure and behavior common to all trails-based applications. It organizes, using a mathematical model, the activities of the user according to his/her previous trails. The problem with this approach is that it is too much focused on travel scenarios, rather than in everyday situations that can happen also indoors.
3 Proposed approach

From the perspective of the user, our front-end application is the result of the combination of software components deployed on the user’s device (or devices) when needed. Nevertheless, behind what the user sees, there is a combination of processes and modules working simultaneously to offer the wanted results to him/her. The approach starts by collecting contextual information that helps the framework (back-end) to deploy the adequate components through the middleware. These components will form the visible part of the application (front-end) in the user domain (list of available connected devices owned by the user).

LLA differs from the classical approach where the user needs to look for the applications; instead, it makes the services come to the user when needed. The application is based on a modular architecture that is able to detect, understand, and react to the user by offering services related to his/her needs. Both the deployed services and the main architecture are built based on the Kalimucho middleware [Da et al., 2014], in order to manage the distribution aspect of the proposal.

The general process of LLA (see Figure 1) starts by extracting contextual information from the user domain and then inputting it into the core architecture in order to animate it (i.e., active its reaction). Inside the core of our proposal, we implement a process respecting the Event Condition Action (ECA) approach [Nakagawa et al., 2012].

When fed to the core, this contextual information helps to construct an event, to verify if conditions surrounding that event are met and, finally, to deploy services as an action for that event. Through this process, the contextual information respects a defined situation-based contextual model that structures and represents the data extracted from the devices in order to build an entity (situation), which can be understood by both the application and the users.

After defining the main components of our proposal and describing the workflow process, we evaluated the proposal by comparing it to existing solu-
tions (see Section 2). This comparison shows that our solution improves the limitations of existing applications by providing a number of novel contributions on the theoretical and technical level. In order to build this proposal, the first step was to formulate the situation-based contextual model, which is the focus of the next section.

4 Situation model

Situation awareness is commonly defined as the perception of environmental elements with respect to time or space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their future behavior (e.g., see [Endsley 1995]).

The situation is the key component in our system [Karchoud et al. 2016]. According to the Cambridge dictionary, a situation is “The set of things that are happening and the conditions that exist at a particular time and place”:

- The set of things = Activity – What are you doing?
- Time – When?
- Location – Where?
- Conditions = Exceptions – What are the exceptions?

Besides, for the context-awareness to be effective, we need to answer another question, in order to know what the user expects when a specific situation happens:

- Service – What do you expect to happen?

Figure 2 represents the building blocks of the situation representation model in our application.

![Situation representation model](image)

Fig. 2 Situation representation model

In our proposal, a situation is represented on two different levels. The first level is the abstract modeling level where the information that builds any situation is defined. The second level is the service level, where the reaction strategy to the situation is defined. This representation model is the core of
our proposal. In [Karchoud et al., 2017a], we presented a clear representation of this model and we described the way LLA is able to use the model in order to detect the context across multiple devices, which was the more novel contribution of that part of our solution. In this paper, we focus on the problem of dynamic situation injection into LLA.

5 The situation injector

A major issue with mobile applications in general, and context-aware applications in particular, is their repetitiveness and their usual limitation to restricted application domains or closed spaces equipped with sensors [Harter et al., 2002].

With the aim of overcoming that issue, LLA handles a semi-automatic, collaborative, open injection mechanism that continuously provides the user with richer contextual awareness and more suitable services. In this way, we ensure the continuous growth of LLA by making it able to enhance and enrich the user experience by managing (adding, deleting, or modifying) new situations introduced through the injection mechanism. This mechanism is based on a user-friendly situation model in order to make the injection an easy and understandable procedure that can be performed even by end users with no understanding of technical requirements. The injection mechanism has multiple sources of injection and communicates directly with the user’s application.

5.1 The injector’s workflow

The injector acts as an input ( inserter ) dedicated to enriching the context awareness considered for the user, based on diverse sources. It can be used to inject/modify/delete/update situations and/or services without having to access directly the devices of the user. Various sources can inject the situation’s description into the user’s app. The data of this layer is stored in cloud storage and is shared among all the user’s devices. This solution avoids redundancies and inconsistencies among the user devices regarding the considered situations, in order to keep the coherence of LLA.

One benefit of using this high-level contextual injection mechanism, which extracts context data from multiple sources, is its capability to provide a way of increasing continuously the repository of monitored situations, which allows LLA to be more customized to the user along time.

LLA needs to be aware of the user’s habits, needs, and social environment. Three main categories of context injection sources are considered by the application: the user, social media, and external providers, as described in the next subsections. Each main source of injection uses a different process to collaboratively update the application of the user in a transparent way that does not require any unnecessary downloads.

The advantage of this mechanism resides in eliminating the time and network usage usually needed by current existing applications to do regular heavy
updates, for even the simpler changes in their code base. Using our approach, the updates will be occasional and probably affect only the situation file or the mapping file by using already-stored components. Even at the service level, developers will be able to modify components separately and therefore have fewer and lighter updates.

5.2 User’s injection process

The first source of situations is the user himself/herself, and more precisely his/her needs and habits. What motivated us to propose this is the repetitiveness that users feel while they set their alarm every night or while they open their emails every morning. These habits can be automated in order to help the user to have the same experiences without having to always perform those same tasks again and again.

To do so, the user has the possibility to use either the injector’s UI, which is accessible from his/her LLA’s Manager UI (mobile version) or the Web Injector. In the first case (see Figure 3 “Uses (2)”), the mobile injector is dedicated to building simple and fast situations by working on only one projection (a projection is a specific representation of the contextual information) and three axes (conceptual directions, like the time and location, that represent the evolution of context) per situation. In the second case (see Figure 3 “Uses (3)”), a web application allows a more precise and rich description of situations and services by using multiple projections and six axes.

In both cases, the user can either create, delete or modify a situation by inserting/modifying the required values (like the time, location, and activity) and then update or create a matching by selecting a service or a set of services to be deployed when that situation is detected. The user can also decide to share these situations with other users.
After selecting the required service/s, the user verifies if the components composing the selected service/s exist/s in his/her repository. A possible extension of this could be to have a store for services instead of applications, where users can select services to download into their local or cloud storage in order to use them willingly when needed. Nonetheless, if the user wishes for the required service that it does not stay in the storage space of his/her device, he/she could specify to trigger the download only when the situation is detected and ask to be deleted when that situation finishes.

Finally, the user has the possibility to subscribe to, or unsubscribe from, other injection sources freely, giving those sources the possibility to provide him/her with new situations, mappings, and services.

5.3 Collaborative social environment’s injection process

Social media has become the largest source of information about users’ activities, preferences, etc. Moreover, we live nowadays in the age of media sharing. In this scope, the injector incorporates into the LLA’s architecture a component running transparently in the background, which monitors the user’s social media (if the user subscribes to it and allows this monitoring) in order to suggest/recommend new situations.

In order to build these suggestions, the injector follows a specific process (see Figure 3 “Monitors (4)”). After extracting events and birthdays from Facebook, tasks from Google Calendar, etc., the injector mechanism asks the user to specify the tolerance and the expected reaction to these potential situations. The user can select services from the Services Repository to be deployed automatically when the situation is detected.

If the monitor detects a new shared situation coming from another user, it suggests it to the user and allows him/her to choose whether to download the services that other users recommend for that specific situation or simply select his/her own services. Otherwise, if the user does not specify any reaction strategy, the application creates a situation and assigns a reminder service by default. This widens the applicability of contextual engagement by giving the user the possibility to create/share his/her own situations or extract them automatically from his/her social environment (using data from Facebook, Google Calendar, Twitter, etc.).

For example, if the user received an invitation to a concert event on Facebook and he/she chooses to participate, the injector’s recommendation component, which is monitoring the user’s social media, detects this event, builds a situation, and proposes adding it to the user’s own situations; then, the user accepts this situation; finally, he/she also selects a ticket provider service and a video streaming service that he/she wishes to use when the concert situation happens.
5.4 External providers’ injection process

External providers are a very important source of injection in this proposal, as it completes the mechanism with an open system that can provide endless possibilities to the user by continuously proposing new situations and services. Whereas the other sources of injection (the user and social media) handle private and social situations, this source covers a wider range of situations related to a variety of domains that otherwise could not be considered. The providers are external sources that the user can subscribe to in order to allow them to inject his/her application with situations and provide him/her with services.

For these sources, the process of injecting situations (see Figure 3 “Uses (1)”) is done with the help of a web application. Providers can create situations (like users), and then select among their subscribers the ones that are concerned by that specific situation. Nonetheless, they should implement their own services and components using the Kalimucho framework (Da et al., 2014), to enable their easy management in the proposed framework. Finally, the injector broadcasts those situations, mappings, and services, to the concerned users.

The situations and mappings are described via a web application and then injected to the subscribers of the provider along with the appropriate services (software components). The external providers are classified into three main categories, as described in the next subsections.

5.4.1 Government providers

The first category is formed by government organisms and services (universities, hospitals, the police, etc.). If the user subscribes to these organisms, he/she allows them to inject situations.

For example, if the police decide to close some borders due to an emergency, it injects that situation to all the users in the vicinity, in order to notify them and propose another road when the user gets close to the borders on that specific date.

5.4.2 Businesses and private companies

Any business (McDonalds, Carrefour, a gas station, etc.) can offer its situations and allow users to subscribe and use its services. Considering other applications that use context awareness to aim advertisements at users, our proposal provides a new way to engage those users, not limited to texts and notifications but enhanced by the possibility to offer dedicated customizable services instead.

For example, a parking company can construct and inject a situation into the users’ situation repository that, upon detecting that the user entered one of its parking areas, deploys a parking service to help the user to find the
closest empty space and remind him/her where he/she parked when he/she comes back to leave.

5.4.3 Institutions/organizations/associations

These providers represent non-governmental entities but that, as opposed to business and private companies, do not necessarily obtain a financial gain from the user.

An example of this would be a football club that injects training sessions situations to its players’ applications. When the defined primitives are verified and service hardware requirements are met, LLA can deploy a Biometric Monitor Service to track the performance of the players.

6 Matching the context to services

LLA uses a cloud layer as a medium between users and providers, where it acts as an application store. This means that this layer synchronizes the situations, services, and mappings for the user, and allows providers to enrich them. The injected data reflect our situation model and allows LLA to understand what is happening and how to react.

6.1 Abstract level

At the abstract modeling level, the situation is represented by a combination of data and concepts. A situation, in LLA, is a combination of multiple projections on different axes. Each projection is a combination of times, locations, and activities projected using binary describers (primitives). Besides, there may be exceptions, based on the same axes and primitives (for more details, see (Karchoud et al., 2017a)). The situation’s abstract model is represented as follows:

- Graphically: Using operations and variables, a situation is represented through the defined concepts. The graphical representation is used to have a clearer understanding of the situations.
- Textually: A situation S is presented textually in the following format, where P is a projection:

\[
S : \text{Tag} ; \text{Pn} \ [\text{Axis(Primitive(values, tolerance))...}; \ ...] \ [\...\ ... \ EXCEPT \ [\text{Situation/Axis(...)}]]
\]

In LLA, these textual representations are translated into XML and injected into the user’s application (situation repository) in order to define his/her situations.
For example, we present a situation S1 (House Alarm Situation) that happens when the time is between 10pm and 6am with a 20 minutes tolerance (Projection1) and inside his/her house, or, when the user is outside his/her home with a 20 meters tolerance value (Projection2). The exception to this is being on Sunday. For our example, the graphical representation is shown in Figure 4. Textually it is presented as indicated in the following:

\[
S1: \text{Projection1 [Time}( A(22,20) B(6,20) ) \text{]} \text{ OR Projection2 [Location}( O(Home,20) ) \text{] EXCEPT [ (Time\{Sunday\}) ]}
\]

Fig. 4 House alarm situation representation

6.2 Service level

At this level, our model allows describing the behavior expected when LLA detects situations. In order to react properly to these situations, the application needs to find the appropriate services. In LLA, a service is a composition of mobile software components controlled by Kalimucho middleware to ensure their communication and sustainability. Each component is defined by its specific requirements (needs of hardware).

The service composition and requirements are specified by the developer of the service and added in the description of the service in a ‘Services description & requirements’ file in LLA. The description is presented, both textually and graphically, as follows:

- Graphically: The graphical representation is used to have a clearer understanding of the composition strategy for the service.
- Textually: A description for a service is presented textually in the following format:

\[
\text{Service: [Input [Component (Component requirements &)] \ldots; \ldots]; Core \ldots; Output \ldots | \text{Links (Component} \text{N} \rightarrow \text{Component} \text{N+1}; \ldots)\]}

In the textual representation, the S! prefix is used to represent a static requirement, that cannot be changed, whereas the D! prefix represents a requirement over a dynamic resource. For example, “S!RAM > 4 GB” means
that the RAM should have more than 4 GB of physical memory, whereas “D!RAM > 4 GB” means that there should be more than 4 GB of RAM available at that moment. The use of a D! or S! prefix is optional. In our context, the “!” character means the need of a resource and not the opposite (e.g., “!Display” means that the device needs to have a screen).

For example, a video chat service that uses our modular composition would contain five components: Picture feed component, Sound feed component, Text feed component, Video chat core component, and Video chat UI component. Textually, this service is presented in Figure 5 and graphically in Figure 6.

These components are linked to each other via Kalimucho connectors (Da et al., 2014), yet work separately on their specific tasks in order to define the overall behavior of the service. Naturally, these components have hardware requirements that the devices need to provide in order for the service to be executed in a functional state. LLA orchestrates these components inside the user domain by considering their requirements in order to ensure the sustainability and correct functioning of the service.
6.3 Matching services to situations

In LLA, for each situation, a mapping is considered. The mapping matches situations to services in order to respond to contextual changes when needed. Using the service composition and component requirement concepts, the matching defines clearly the needs of the service in terms of the optimal distribution. A mapping $M$ is presented textually in the following format, where $P$ is a projection and $S_n$ is a situation:

$$M : S_n [ P(1..n) [ Service; ... ]]$$

These textual representations are translated into XML and injected into the user’s application in order to define the required responses to the detected situations. Having defined the service layer, we have the full description of the situation (context and service).

For example, in Figure 7, a full graphical description is shown. This representation illustrates an example of an important monthly work meeting situation done remotely by using a video chat service.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 7** Monthly work meeting – full representation

Using the same video chat service example (see Figure 6), the textual representation of the mapping is as follows:

$$M1: Monthly work meeting [Projection1 [Video chat service]]$$

This indicates that, when the monthly work meeting situation is detected and is about to start, LLA will deploy the video chat service. If the situation is ending, LLA stops the service by stopping all its components.
7 Use case and prototype

In this section, we show the interest of the proposed solution from two different perspectives. The first one implies assessing the benefits of the situation model; for that purpose, we apply the solution to a real-life use case, in order to prove the richness and dynamicity of the proposed situation model. The second one implies comparing it with the currently-used approaches based on app stores (downloading multiple apps from an application store manually, on demand), to show its robustness and the improvements that it provides over those traditional alternatives.

7.1 Real-life use case

As an example, five situations that could occur daily to any user are considered. For that, the first step is to inject these situations into his/her situation base. In Figure 8, we show how the user’s situations are represented textually. A, B, and W represent primitives on the Time axis meaning After, Before, and While, respectively. So, for example, A (22,20) means After the hour 22 (10 pm) with a 20 minutes tolerance. O and I represent the Location’s axis primitives Outside and Inside, respectively. Finally, PT means Planned Task. Pn refers to the name/number of a projection.

*Home Security Alarm situation (S0): P0[ Time(A(22,20)B(6,20)); Location(I(Home,5))]| OR P1[ Location(O(Home,20))]| EXCEPT (Time(Sunday))

At Home situation (S1): P0[Location(I(Home,5))]

At lunch situation (S2): P0[ Time(A(12,0)B(14,0)); Location(I(Home,10))]| EXCEPT (Location(Home))

Meeting situation (S3): P0[ Time(A(15,0)B(17,0)); Location(I(MeetingRoom,2))] EXCEPT (Situation(holidays))

Work Situation (S4): P0[ Location(I(Office,5)); Activity(PT(“OfficeWork”))]| EXCEPT (Situation(holidays))

Fig. 8 Five situations in a real-life use case

The next step consists of injecting mappings in order to link the situations to the services (see Figure 9).

*M0: Home Security Alarm Situation (S0) [P0 [Security Alarm Service]; P1 [Distant Security Alarm Service]]

*M1: At Home Situation (S1) [P0 [Home Control Service]]

*M2: At lunch Situation (S2) [P0 [Restaurant Service, Social Feed Service]]

*M3: Meeting Situation (S3) [P0 [Meeting Service]]

*M4: Work Situation (S4) [P0 [Work Service]]

Fig. 9 Mappings injected to link the situations with services in the real-life use case

Then, the injected services must be described. Those descriptions (see Figure 10) enable LLA to scan the user’s devices in order to find which one/s
has/have the required capabilities to host the components of the service. The executables (Java jar files) of the services are downloaded into the LLA of the user. Finally, in Figure 11, we show the generated situations, mappings and the provided services for the examples described in Figure 8.

**Meeting Service:** [(Input [Picture feed component ([Camera]; Sound feed component ([Microphone); Text feed component ([Keyboard]|| [Display]); Core [Meeting core component ([DRAM>2.5GB]); Output [Image output component ([Display]>16inches); Text UI component ([Display]>10inches); Sound output component ([Audio]<40dB)]; Links (Picture feed component ->Meeting core component; Sound feed component ->Meeting core component; Text feed component ->Meeting core component; Meeting core component ->Image output component; Meeting core component ->Sound output component; Meeting core component ->Text UI component;)]

**Security Alarm Service:** [Input [Video Surveillance component ([Camera]& [SNetwork="Wifi"; Fire detector component ([Smoke-sensor]; Core [Security monitoring component ([DRAM>1GB]; Output [Security status component ([Display]<5inches)]; Links (Video Surveillance component ->Security monitoring component; Fire detector component ->Security monitoring component; Security monitoring component ->Security status component;)

**Restaurant Service:** [Output [Menu component ([Display]]

**Social Feed Service:** [Output [Feed Wall component ([Display]]

**Work Service:** [Output [Work component ([Display]]

**Home Control Service:** [Input [Remote Control component ([SDisplay>=5inches]& [SNetwork="Infrared"| | "Bluetooth"| | "Wifi"); Output [Status component ([Display]>28inches)]; Links [Remote Control component ->Status component]]

Fig. 10 Description of the services in the real-life use case

Fig. 11 Generated files and provided services for the real-life use case

The management of the described scenario involves many different mechanisms. Thus, we present in this section the results obtained after implementing the proposed architecture [Karchoud et al., 2017a] and testing it on an Android device (Samsung Galaxy S4 running Android 5.0.1 on an ARMv7
As a proof of concept, we present a video of the LLA’s functioning prototype available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRVv_bsiB_s&t=15.

For scalability evaluation purposes, in the developed prototype, we have included also a generator that can create situations for testing. We injected the considered scenario described above into the situation generator, and we ran the application while simulating the location, time and activity of the user. Specifically, for this experiment, we set up a time-frequency for contextual data extraction of 20 seconds and a location frequency of 10 meters (i.e., the data extraction is triggered when 20 seconds have passed or when the user has moved at least 10 meters). On the user’s device, all the other apps (except the mock location app) were disabled, the GPS was activated, the Wi-Fi was activated, and the battery was plugged.

Then, we performed a scalability experiment for different numbers of situations (using the generator). The results obtained show that our solution (LLA) is able to handle and monitor between 1000 at 10000 situations simultaneously. The device on which we performed this experiment logged the following metrics: the average CPU usage when the app was launched and while it was running later, the average memory usage while the app was running, and the response time value until the app crashed (for more details, see (Karchoud et al., 2017a)). The results obtained showed that our proposal is stable overall. When the number of considered situations increases, a critical point is not reached until having a very large number of situations to detect (in our experiments, above $10^3$), which is highly-improbable for everyday normal usage.

7.2 Comparison with a classical approach

Using LLA, users do not have to download applications on all the devices that they own. Instead, the injection mechanism allows the application to download or synchronize (between the cloud and the user’s devices) only the required functionalities, by automatically installing, updating, deleting, and organizing the injected files and the required services. This implies a considerable amount of data and memory gain compared to the classic approach of downloading applications on all the devices, just in case they are needed. This means that, for example, without LLA, if the user wants to use Google Maps on any of his/her devices at any given time, then he/she has to download/install it on all his/her devices. With this old approach (based on the use of app stores), the apps must be updated also on all the devices, in order to keep the different instances of the apps running the same up-to-date version, even for the slightest change in code. On the contrary, in LLA, component-based services require updates to be done regardless of the device. Moreover, an update targets only one specific component separately (the one that changed), without touching the rest of the components composing the service. This is performed in a
centralized way, inside the user’s cloud persistence layer (as it was illustrated in Figure 3).

To prove this, we considered two users: User 1 and User 2. User 1 made use of LLA and User 2 followed the current approach of mobile stores and standalone applications. We considered that both users possessed 10 devices each. Even though 10 devices per user may seem a large number nowadays, the number of personal mobile devices that a user owns (mobile phone, laptop computer, tablet, smart-watch, Smart TV, etc.) is expected to increase considerably in the next few years. Indeed, according to [Evans 2011], with the growth of IoT, it is estimated that by 2020 the average will be already 6.5 devices per user.

We compared the behaviour of both users by using an estimation of the storage size and time required for the different operations that they both had to perform (install/update/delete). We considered the situations of Figure 10 for both users. User 1 followed the LLA’s workflow (shown previously in Figure 1) to handle those situations; therefore, this user was actually using the LLA’s services (see Section 6.2). User 2 relied on the current traditional approach and therefore used standalone applications (downloaded from a store) that provide similar functionalities to the services described in Figure 10 (e.g., Meeting service = Skype). This means that, in order to perform a fair comparison, the LLA’s services will be considered equal in storage size to the similar standalone applications that were selected. In Table 1 we show the list of selected apps and their sizes. We considered the average sizes of the apps across different operating systems, since the size of an app varies according to the operating system on which it is installed; for example, Skype on iOS requires an estimated size of 103 MB but it requires 70 MB for a Debian GNU/Linux distribution. The apps considered were: Skype ([https://www.skype.com](https://www.skype.com)), the Reolink app ([https://reolink.com/software-and-manual/](https://reolink.com/software-and-manual/)), the McDonalds’s app ([https://www.mcdonalds.com](https://www.mcdonalds.com)), the Twitter app ([https://twitter.com/download](https://twitter.com/download)), Microsoft Excel ([https://products.office.com/en/excel](https://products.office.com/en/excel)), and Nest ([https://nest.com/app/](https://nest.com/app/)).

Table 1  LLA’s services and the equivalent apps, along with their average sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLA Service</th>
<th>Standalone app</th>
<th>Average size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting service</td>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>143.5 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House alarm service</td>
<td>Reolink app</td>
<td>4.5 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant service</td>
<td>McDonalds’s app</td>
<td>110 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social feed service</td>
<td>Twitter app</td>
<td>84 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work service</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>1037 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home control service</td>
<td>Nest</td>
<td>202 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1581 MB</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These calculations were done on March 3, 2018, by considering the latest versions of the selected standalone apps. For LLA, the total storage size really used was calculated by adding the size of the basic LLA application (in our current prototype, the size of the core components of LLA is 10 MB) to the
size of the services. This is needed because the core of LLA has to exist on all the devices at all times, in order to ensure the continuity and management of the services (stored in the cloud layer), that is, to support the required LLA’s functionality. Therefore, this core is duplicated on all the devices of User 1 (10 devices, in total)

\[ \text{Overall storage size using LLA} = (\text{Size of the LLA's core components} \times \text{Number of devices}) + \text{Size of the services} = (10 \text{ MB} \times 10 \text{ devices}) + 1581 \text{ MB} = 1681 \text{ MB} \]

For the Classical Store Approach (CSA), User 2 has to download all the applications on all the devices to ensure the continuity of usage (e.g., to continue a video call after leaving his/her house, the user has to install Skype on his/her computer, portable TV receiver, smart car, etc.).

\[ \text{Overall storage size using the classical approach} = \text{Number of devices} \times \text{Average size of the applications} = 10 \text{ devices} \times 1581 \text{ MB} = 15810 \text{ MB} \]

Besides the storage size needed, we have also to consider the time invested by the user with both approaches. For the LLA approach, this is the time taken by User 1 to download and install LLA, configure it, update it, and delete it (in case the user decides in the future to stop using it). For the classical store approach, it represents the time that User 2 requires to download, install, update, and delete all the different applications on all the devices (in our example, 10 devices in total). For these calculations, the tests were done using the Samsung Galaxy S4 device, mentioned before, with an average Internet download speed of 4.29 MB/s. The results are shown in Table 2 and the basic computations performed are shown in the following:

- Total download time (LLA and CSA) = Overall size / Internet average speed
- Total installation time (LLA) = Installation time of LLA * Number of devices
- Total installation time (CSA) = Installation time of each standalone app * Number of standalone apps * Number of devices
- Total delete time (LLA) = Delete time of LLA * Number of devices
- Total delete time (CSA) = Delete time of each standalone app * Number of standalone apps * Number of devices
- Total update time (LLA and CSA) = Total delete time + Total download time + Total installation time

The update is always the heaviest process. Although we consider the same formula for the update time in LLA and CSA, in our approach this is the worst-case scenario because in LLA the updates could be performed separately in a centralized way (cloud) targeting only the affected components. To perform a fair comparison, we have not considering the potential cost of component migration with LLA (components can be transferred between devices when
needed). The reason is that no existing app offers this migrating feature. It should be noted that with the traditional approach (CSA) an app will not be able to offer a certain functionality (e.g., a functionality that requires access to a microphone) if it is not enabled (e.g., there is no microphone) on the device where the app is executing. This situation would be equivalent in LLA if we disable the possibility of migrations. In the worst case, with LLA, if all the components need to migrate to all the devices of the user, then the cost of migrations would approximate the total download time cost of the CSA approach, but this is highly unlikely; besides, a device has a local repository that stores components locally and can transfer them via local networks, which is most of the time considerably faster and more reliable than using the Internet.

Table 2 Comparison of LLA (Long-Life Application) and CSA (Classical Store Approach)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>User 1 (LLA)</th>
<th>User 2 (CSA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall size</td>
<td>1.081 GB</td>
<td>15.81 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total download time</td>
<td>06m:32s</td>
<td>28m:05s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total installation time</td>
<td>03m:50s</td>
<td>33m:12s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total delete time</td>
<td>00m:20s</td>
<td>01m:24s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total update time</td>
<td>10m:42s</td>
<td>1h:02m:41s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that the LLA’s services are downloaded into the user’s local repository, but they are not installed. They are dynamically deployed and they join the main execution thread of LLA dynamically while it is running. Overall, the results described in this section show that using the LLA approach can lead to a considerable amount of time and storage gain. Our approach is able to provide these results by using the collaborative injection mechanism that centralizes and contextualizes the user’s services across his/her devices.

8 Conclusions and future work

Proposing only ONE application per user, to perform all his/her tasks and manage transparently all the functionalities, is an ideal solution not available nowadays. Nevertheless, a future where mobile apps will know what we need, even before we interact with them, is approaching. In this sense, many research works are oriented to the development of those future apps and they found out that contextual awareness is essential to the survival of mobile applications.

Our proposal for this is called Long-life Application (LLA), a name that reflects the nature of the continuity and evolution that is needed. This application will evolve while running according to the users’ needs (considering his/her personal and/or professional requirements), and will continuously provide relevant context-adapted services.

In this paper, we focused on the problem of dynamic situation injection. LLA incorporates a dynamic injection mechanism that allows users, developers, and other entities, to expand the application and customize it according
to the user’s specific needs. This contribution represents one main novelty of our proposal in the current mobile context-aware world. Compared to the currently-used mobile store system of multiple standalone applications, our solution targets specific services towards the users only when they need them. These changes will push developers to think in terms of context awareness, and therefore to provide a more personalized user experience. From the point of view of the user, LLA gives the possibility to have a richer, open, and hands-free experience.

An aspect that could be considered to improve the dynamicity of the LLA approach would be to integrate an intelligent situation recommender (e.g., based on machine learning techniques, such as deep learning approaches trained with large amounts of data) that digs deeper into the personality of the user in order to recommend more customized situations.
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